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About This Game

A puzzle game featuring "perpetual motion machines".
Head to the top of the tower, guided by a mysterious voice...

In Pythagoras' Perpetual Motion Machine, use various
contraptions to make your way through the game.

The game setting is located in a tower piercing the heavens.
Each stage contains gimmicks including...

- Boulder ejecting switches
- Elevators
- Catapults

- Balance Scales

By setting up the contraptions in the right locations,
the boulders will roll around in a perpetual route.

Move things, press switches, roll around yourself...
Think about the mutual effects of the gimmicks and

create "perpetual motion machines". That is your objective.

With a huge volume of 40 stages, there are difficult levels
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which will require you to use your brain. As such,
completion should leave you with a truly fulfilling sense

of achievement. You may just even embrace feelings of awe,
wishing to gaze endlessly at your beautiful construction.

All stages have hints and the ability to skip.
There are no penalties or restrictions built into this game.

So even those that are not good at puzzles can enjoy.

In the tower there be special monuments with messages
art inscribed into them. Just what do they mean...?

Who am I? What purpose does this tower serve...?
Between the puzzles and contraptions, give it a ponder.

This game does not require fast aiming or precise control.
Face off against the game's logic with your knowledge,
cunning and sparks of brilliance as your only weapon.

We hope you enjoy this purely puzzle solving experience.
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Title: Pythagoras' Perpetual Motion Machine
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Marudice
Publisher:
DLsite
Release Date: 11 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista or later x86 and x64

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo E6300 or equivalent

Memory: 128 MB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 650 or equivalent

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,Simplified Chinese
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Fun little platformer. I hate lvl 1-8 though. The difficulty jump from the previous and to be honest the successive levels is
insane. I died about 100 times and still didn't beat it for some reason. Wasn't enough to keep me away from the game though.
Interesting double jump mechanic keeps it interesting.. Fun Hidden Object game, good puzzles and a good time killer. 7/10

Thanks for your time :), and Game On!. I wish I could give this software a 5-star review for the amount of time it's saved me on
creating tilesets.

Unfortunately half the non-core features are broken so at best I can give it 3. Worth it? Yes, overall.

I recommend this software if you already understand how to make a tileset and are looking to speed up the process.

I do not recommend this software if you're expecting it to just make the sets for you.. played it for a few, but got bored after a
couple of hours. Theres no color so the game is so bland. I went in expecting some Papers Please like gameplay. All I got was
"Newespaper Editor Simulator" striped down to the bare boned minimum of what a game like this could be. Some of the bars
indicating if your paper is liked or not can be confusing because theres no line in the middle to sperate the two.. Wow. The
lighting effects make my eyes bleed. Cannot get past ♥♥♥♥♥ master boss Keith, and whenever I get caught his head wobbles
about and scares me.... what the utter hell is going on.. Well graphics are ok but i dont feel the controlls, has potential, need
some more work. Simple enough to learn and it's perfect for a fast, relaxing session. I hope they will publish some more content
as new heroes, tiles, monsters etc. I didn't know the board game so I have no idea if there are expansions but I think this kind of
game could be easily improved with more content.
As for now I recommend it if you like board games but I hope the developers will continue to improve it and add more things

edit: They MUST add more info and streamline a bit the interface. I want to see dice rolls, see my chances in EVERY roll.
Another game I have, pathfinder adventures, is much more user friendly than this.. still a great game anyway. Dec 23rd, 2018.
Aims to be bigger and better than it actually is or likely ever will be. Space station stuff is all incredibly annoying. Overall I felt
very unimpressed by almost everything except attacking larger ships which felt rather good. Maybe its a diamond in the rough,
but right now its definitely in early access category.. This game is super good. I highly recommend it, this is a must have game.
For $0 you can play someone in a game of good ol' fashion Rock, Paper, Scissors. If you have no friends to play Rock, Paper,
Scissors with, then I highly recommend this game as a fan of Roshambo (Rock, Paper, Scissors). 10/10 if you disagree then
please delete your Steam because you have no taste in true games.. This is a relatively short (5 hours) point and click adventure
with modern design. This game eliminates the need to go into your inventory to try combinations. Every item you pick up only
interacts with the environment and clicking on the environment automatically uses the appropriate inventory item. It's pretty
elegant. The puzzles are decent and feel varied. Overall, a good use of your time, especially if you can find it for under $5.
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Loved the gameplay, absolutely hated the music. The game constantly sounds like a huge server room being tortured to death -
quite painful for human ears. But I guess Susan wanted it that way.. I realy liked this game a few problems hear and there but i
highly recommend this game. complete crap. Loved it, for like 5 hours.
Its a good hacking gae in the void of a better "uplink" game..

The problem with it that it is possible to "get lost" in the quest line if you delete the wrong email or destroy the wrong
goverment, or crime syndicate.

The hacking is primitive, and gets old after the 50th time.
It gets a bit "harder", but its the same patterns.

7\/10 overall.. I wouldnt recommend this game for the price. This game is just a numbers game. It should be priced at $4.99
MAX. this game has potential and all im gonna say is that it needs a lot of work
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